SPEED. POWER. INTELLIGENCE.

DatasiteOne is the best-in-class application for due diligence that helps dealmakers everywhere
close more transactions, faster, and support every decision with robust analytics and reporting.

ONE DILIGENCE

SPEED

Set-up in minutes,
5x faster upload,
10x faster search.

SIMPLICITY

Drag and drop
upload, permission
users in 3 clicks.

SECURITY

ISO/IEC 27001, SOC
2 Type II, EU hosting,
GDPR compliant.

SERVICE

Dedicated experts,
24/7/365 support,
14 languages, 3 rings or less.

EXPERTISE

50 years experience,
55,000+ projects
secured.

INNOVATION
SaaS based App,
Microservices
Architecture.

Moving at the speed of business

DatasiteOne delivers simple, efficient project set up. From document load to onboarding users, deal rooms are
ready to go faster than ever before. If you do need assistance, our global dedicated experts are available 24/7/365
via phone, email or chat with 14 languages spoken.

Manage Permissions

Drag. Drop. Done.

Seamlessly upload folders
and files (including zip
files up to 50GB) while
retaining structure with
bulk move and
renaming options.

Cascade user and document
permissions in real-time or scheduled
in bulk at the project, folder
and document level. Limited Site
Admin permissions for Subject
Matter Expert input.

Invite Users

Copy and paste email
addresses, select roles, and
invitation language.

Leading the way with simplicity

DatasiteOne was initially built with insight gleaned from 2,000 customer interviews and rigorous user testing.
But that’s only the beginning, as we continue to enhance the solution and iterate with new features and functionality such
as redaction and integrated Q&A capabilities. We deliver these updates continuously and without downtime.

Dashboard and
Visual Analytics

Intelligent dashboard and deal KPI
visualization tools with drill down
capabilities for deeper analysis and
exports for deal reporting.

File and Folder
Bulk Renaming

Organize file rooms via inapp change tools. Placeholders
for file and folder names
enables Admin and team
collaboration.

OCR & Search
in 11 Languages

Deliver accurate search
results regardless of
the native document
language.

Today’s challenges are tomorrow’s innovations

Our forward-looking roadmap plots new challenges facing our customers and how DatasiteOne shall bring
innovative, supportive and user-friendly solutions to your desktop, tablet and phone. We are continuously discovering
new ways to help you secure success.

Integrated Q&A

Easy set-up of workflow, roles,
categories. Import questions with
Excel Import, and easily assign
categories & priorities. Excel
export for reporting
and compliance.

Intelligent Redaction

Control and secure your deal at the
word level. Redact words, phrases,
even phrases with punctuation
as well as images. History retained
for compliance. Un-redact
when legal clears content.

To find out more, talk to us today.
US phone

888.311.4100

EMEA phone

+44 (0) 203 928 0300

APAC phone

(852) 3905 4800
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